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Market reaches new record high since Covid began.

T

he S&P 500 reached
a milestone last week
marking a new record
high for the first time
since the COVID crisis
began back in February.
The NASDAQ was not left out, also
notching a new high led due to tech and
consumer discretionary leading the way
last week. Robust economic reports in
the U.S. later in the week on housing and
flash PMIs outweighed some disappointing reports earlier in the week. The yield
curve flattened slightly with longer rates
falling 7bps-10bps while the short end
remained anchored by the Fed. There
were no material movements last week
in the USD or commodity markets with
each posting gains of less than 0.50%.

Market Anecdotes
• WMT and HD put the unofficial wrap
on 2Q earnings season by blowing the
doors off. Thirty more S&P company
reports will trickle in but the unofficial
end to a record Q2 season (beat rates and
positive guidance spread) finished on a
positive note.
• With the denominator caveat, global
equity market valuations certainly feel
aggressive with trailing P/E of U.S. 26.4x
and the STOXX 600 at 36.3x. Other
notable country valuations include Brazil
63.8x, Korea 27.9x, and China (H) 8.7x.
• High frequency GDP activity indicators haven’t made material improvement
over the past several weeks. Models we
monitor for Q3 GDP growth (QoQ) include Bespoke 28.2%, NY Fed WEI 17%,
and Atlanta Fed GDP Now 25.6%. This
leaves YoY GDP in the -6% to 0% range.
• A COVID data point this week was
TSA traveler throughput at -67% YoY. It’s

not every day where there’s anything positive about a -67% reading but this is the
most activity since 3/22 and light years
better than the -96% level back in April.
• New Generation Research reported a
record for large company (>$1b in assets)
bankruptcy filings with 45 companies
having filed as of August 17th.
• Black Knight’s report on mortgage
delinquencies show extreme high
delinquencies (8%) with an extreme low
foreclosure rate of 0.03% (Q2) due to
COVID foreclosure moratoriums.
• DC didn’t help last week. The FTC
conducted Zuckerberg interviews (under
oath) as a follow on to July’s hearings,
we had no progress on the stimulus
deal, and we saw renewed tariff threats
with U.S.-Sino trade posturing. Most all
of which are expected to be bipartisan
fronts.
• FOMC minutes released last week
showed some intense debate surrounding yield curve control, questioning the
efficacy and long-term implications.
Economic Release Highlights
• The flash August U.S. PMI (c, m, s) of

54.7, 53.6, 54.8 handily beat consensus
expectations for 51+ across all three
readings. Virtually all non-U.S. August
flash PMI readings slowed sequentially
on both manufacturing and services
readings.
• August Housing Market Index (homebuilder sentiment) tied a record high
reading of 78, easily surpassing expectations for a 74.
• July existing home sales grew 24.7%
MoM (8.7% YoY) to an annual rate of
5.86mm, well in excess of consensus calls
for 5.4mm and above the high end of the
range of estimates.
• Housing starts (1.496mm vs 1.24mm)
and permits (1.495mm vs 1.32mm) both
blew the doors off expectations. This was
the best building permits number since
January.
• Q2 e-commerce retail sales spiked
31.8% QoQ, an expected parabolic move
higher from Q1 growth of 2.4%.
• The August Empire Manufacturing
Index registered 3.4, badly missing consensus calls for 15 while the Philly Fed
Index reading of 17.2 missed consensus
calls for 20.8.
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